Melina Sedó and Detlef Engel
in
New York City: March, 15 - 19, 2017

Detlef and Melina are amongst the most influential teachers of
close-embrace Argentine Tango in Europe and were
enthusiastically received in the USA from 2007 to 2010. Now
they are back for one stay in NYC, having elaborated their
teaching methods, published a comprehensive book + DVD and
developed a tango-teacher-training that is followed by dancers
from all over Europe and the USA.
Do not miss this opportunity to improve the quality of your
dance rather than learning new steps!
www.tangodesalon.de / www.caminarabrazados.de

Workshop on Thursday, March 16 (8pm - 10pm)
Caminar Abrazados - Walking in an embrace
Tango is walking. During our most important workshop we’ll focus on different aspects of the movement: an
appropriate inner and outer posture, a natural elegance that comes from relaxation, smooth changes to the outer
lanes or the crossed system and on the most important factor of well-being - the embrace.
We recommend this class as a preparation for our classes on Saturday and Sunday as well as a space for all who are
seeking to better the quality of their movements and communication rather than memorising steps. We suggest to
sign up with a partner in order achieve a balanced number of followers and leaders.
Price: 40$ for a single person / 70$ for a couple
Booking: The class is limited to 12 leaders + 12 followers.
Please register in advance with tango@tangodesalon.de or (917) 596-1039.
Pre-Milonga-Class + Demo @ Robin Thomas’ Nocturne (Saturday, March 18, 9pm - 10pm)
Asynchronous Moves
We‘ll explore movements, in which leader and follower walk with different speed or express different aspects of the
music. These can be simple variations of the „caminar" as well as more complex or turned steps. Followers and
leaders will love them. A fun class for dancers with a solid foundation.
We recommend our workshop on Thursday as a preparation.
Intensive Seminar on Sunday, March 19 (1pm - 6pm, including breaks)
Tres Grandes - D’Arienzo, Di Sarli, Troilo
In this interesting seminar, you‘ll discover the differences between a traditionalist, a transitory and a renovating
approach to tango music, represented by three orchestras of great importance for the dancers. You’ll get to know all
three orchestras better, adapt your movements to different styles and analyse the rhythmic variations and the
interplay between the instruments. This class will not introduce any „steps for D‘Arienzo“ or „figures for Di Sarli“ but
enhance your general understanding of music and knowledge about Tango history. You don’t need a partner to sign
up. We will of course make suggestions on how to integrate the musical ideas into the movements of both leaders and
followers, but the emphasis of this seminar is on understanding what you hear, so that you can express the music by
your own means - no matter how simple or complex.
Price: 85$ per person
Booking: The class is limited to 24 dancers.
Please register in advance with tango@tangodesalon.de or (917) 596-1039.
Private Classes
There will be a few slots for private lessons either for single persons or couples:
Wednesday, March 15, 2pm - 6pm / Thursday, March 16, 3pm - 6pm / Friday, March 17, 4pm - 8pm
Prices: 100$ for a single student / 140$ for a couple as students (+ half of the studio rent, circa 10-15$)
Booking: tango@tangodesalon.de or (917) 596-1039

